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cooking up class
Leave it to the experts at Sky Creation to conjure a
stylish kitchen for your home
Kitchens often make up the most
expensive expenditure during the
overhaul of a home. With that, you
want to be sure that you are making
a wise investment for your cooking
space. Be it in quality surfaces, excellent
workmanship in cabinetry or an
outstanding kitchen design, Sky Creation
has got you covered.
Providing a one-stop solution to all
your interior needs, Sky Creation boasts
its very own museum which features
showrooms of luxurious show flats. Best
of all, the museum showcases a kitchen
gallery which offers different styles
of surfaces such as Caesar stone for
countertops.
To ensure the consistency in quality,
the all-in-one interior design firm has
developed its own labels for kitchen

solutions. For starters, Acque addresses
your needs for kitchen fixtures. If you
prefer something more environmentallyfriendly, its homegrown kitchen brand
Himmel Küche is at your service. Having
earned a Green Label Singapore award
which is a first for an interior design
company, some of the highlights of this
environmentally sustainable label include
quality hinges and mechanisms; high
quality water-resistance and scratchresistance products and the versatility
of being able to be incorporated with all
kinds of kitchen storage solutions.
Aside from assuring the quality
standards for the inner works of the
kitchen, the design team takes pride
in churning out excellent kitchen
designs. No matter the style or layout
of any kitchen requested, the designers
will deliver and bring inspiration and
innovation to the table.
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Sky Creation Design Pte Ltd (Head Office)
No 8 Kim Keat Lane
Singapore 328865
Tel: +65 6352 8809
Fax: +65 6352 8815
Website: www.skycreation.com.sg
Sky Creation Musée
51 Ubi Avenue 1
#02-09 Paya Ubi Industrial Park
Tel: +65 6748 8956

